Accelerated 5X
High-Quality Website
Traffic with ABM Strategy
Customer Profile
Our customer is a US-based organization offering
cloud computing consultation, software process
automation, and data and AI solutions.
Headquartered in Florida, the organization is
Microsoft Silver Partner and specializes in
all Microsoft solutions.

Challenges
The client is a technology-focussed company, and they didn’t have an in-house
marketing team. Due to the lack of expertise and resources, the client couldn’t get
new business deals with any inbound marketing efforts. Plus, they didn’t have
SMEs to run email marketing campaigns efficiently.

The client couldn’t attract new traffic and engagement to their website.
The client wanted to pitch to their potential clients in a more targeted and
data-driven way.
Also wanted to drive the right leads to the website and nurture them right
through to sales qualification, while measuring effectiveness and ROI
Their entire website content such as blogs, case studies, etc. was not
getting them enough leads due to wrong CTA’s.
To focus on target account-based marketing the client didn’t have enough
knowledge and resources to do ABM effectively.

Solutions
AAIC helped the client with an end-to-end digital marketing solution. We
allotted a dedicated team to have weekly meetings with the customer. Our
team offered the following solutions:
Conducted Buyer Persona Workshop to understand the target audience
and their issues.
Started email campaigns to a huge quantity of well-chosen prospects.
Created a content strategy that involves writing blogs and case studies.
Delivered two high-quality blogs monthly that attracted 5X new traffic to
the website.
Social media promotion with various infographics, blogs, etc. helped
them increase their number of followers on various social media handles.
To get relevant leads, email marketing campaigns for the various target
groups of companies along with lead nurturing were practiced. This
process helped them to generate leads for sales conversions.
To have account focused campaigns, ABM activity was started so that
there is a better response from targeted accounts. Contextual emails
were sent via the ABM process and meeting requests were generated.

Benefits

5X new traffic to the client’s website.
12 hot leads and 411 warm leads within 3 months.
65% growth of organic search traffic per month.
3X lead responses to the email campaigns with lead nurturing.
30% acceleration in the sales process with ABM strategy.
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